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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this guide is manifold. Firstly, it should help you understand the
importance of metadata, and of creating accurate, thorough and consistent
documentation of your spatial data layers.
It also describes the Calgary Regional Partnership's Metadata Standard, and other
international standards from which it was derived. The CRP standard defines the
minimum metadata requirements for spatial data being shared throughout the
Partnership.
Lastly, this guide lists numerous resources and tools that can be employed to
create metadata documentation that satisfies the recommended CRP Standard.

WHAT IS METADATA?
A metadata document is a collection of essential information that describes spatial
data. It is a description of what the data is, its accuracy, how – and by whom – it
was created, who is distributing it, how it can be used or shared, technical
specifications of the data set, and anything else that might help the reader
understand the utility and accessibility of the data it describes. Metadata is also
the information one uses to recall five years from now, the particulars of how and
why they created a given file today.
A metadata document is most commonly delivered in digital (.xml file) format.
This allows for automatic file association by most commonly used GIS software.
In order to be useful, metadata must be accurate, concise, and detailed. Most
importantly, well-written metadata must be consistent with recognized standards
and best practices, so that the reader can easily navigate any metadata document
to find the information they need.

THE CRP'S METADATA STANDARD
There are many international standards for the creation of digital metadata files.
These allow metadata to be edited and read in various standard-compliant
applications. In North America the most common metadata standard was
developed by the US Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC), and is typically
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referred to as the “FGDC Standard”.
The FGDC Standard was designed to be comprehensive; it includes hundreds of
elements (represented programatically by their short-forms or tags), each
describing a unique aspect of the metadata record. This provides a place for every
piece of information one could possibly want to record about a spatial data set.
The pitfall is that it's overbuilt for the most common uses; most times, a user may
only require a few basic and essential elements of the metadata record in order to
ensure proper and informed use of the data it describes.
To simplify the process of creating metadata, the CRP Metadata Standard was
developed collaboratively by the CRP RGIS Technical Committee. The CRP
Metadata Standard is a subset of the extensive FGDC standard that contains only
those elements that are considered to be essential by the Technical Committee.
A full description of the CRP Metadata Standard is contained in the section entitled
“Threetab Metadata Editor User's Guide” (see below). The following is a concise list
of fields and how to fill them in1:
FIELD
Abstract
Purpose
Data Creator
Data Creation Date
Data Layer Name

DESCRIPTION
A short description of the data.
A statement of the purpose for which the data was created.
The name and organization of who created the data.
The date the data was created in the format of: YYYYMMDD
Title of the data, please be descriptive as this is used to search
for the data.
File Name
Actual file name of the file (if Data Layer Name is not filled in,
File Name will be used as a default)
Status of Data
Current state of the data. Use: Complete, In work, or Planned
Update Frequency
How frequently the data will be updated.
West Longitude*
Western Longitude bounding coordinate, in decimal degrees.
East Longitude*
Eastern Longitude bounding coordinate, in decimal degrees.
North Latitude*
Northern Latitude bounding coordinate, in decimal degrees.
South Latitude*
Southern Latitude bounding coordinate, in decimal degrees.
Keywords
Thematic keywords used to identify the data.
Extent
Keywords that would describe the geographic extent of the data,
i.e. Alberta.
Use Constraints
Any legal or implied constraints on the use of the data.
Format
Format of the spatial data file being described.
Access Security
Information about the restrictions on handling the data set.
Contact Name
Name of person to contact about data (access, follow-up
questions, etc.).
Contact Organization Organization name that the contact belongs to.

FGDC TAG
abstract
purpose
origin
pubdate
title
N/A
progress
update
westbc
eastbc
northbc
southbc
themekey
placekey
useconst
N/A
sechandl
cntper
cntorg

1 The “FGDC TAG” field contains links to a full description of these elements – click on the link for
a more detailed explanation of what's required.
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FIELD
DESCRIPTION
Contact Position
Contact's position within the organization.
Contact Phone
Contact's phone number.
Contact Fax
Contact's fax number.
Contact Email
Contact's email address.
Contact Hours
Business hours, during which to expect Contact to be available.
Contact Instructions Any special instructions in getting in touch with the contact.
Metadata Author
Name of person that wrote the metadata.
Name
Metadata Author
Organization name of the person that wrote the metadata.
Organization
Metadata Author
Address of the organization that wrote the metadata.
Address
Metadata Author City City of the organization that wrote the metadata.
Metadata Author
Province of the organization that wrote the metadata.
Province
Metadata Author
Postal code of the organization that wrote the metadata.
Postal Code
Metadata Author
Phone number of the person that wrote the metadata.
Phone
Metadata Author
Email of the person that wrote the metadata.
Email
Metadata Date
Date the metadata was written, format MUST be: YYYYMMDD.
Data Quality
A general description about the quality of the data.
Positional Accuracy
An explanation of the positional accuracy of the data.
Explanation
Feature Type*
Type of data objects: Point, Vector, Raster, Polygon.
Datum*
Datum of the data: e.g. NAD83, NAD27.
Projection*
Projection of the data.
UTM Zone*
UTM zone of the data if applicable.
Central Meridian*
Longitude central meridian of the data if applicable.
Origin*
Latitude of origin for given projection if applicable.
Scale Factor*
Scale factor of the data if applicable.
False Easting*
False easting if applicable.
False Northing*
False northing if applicable.
Attribute Information+ A general description of attribute data, in paragraph form.
Attribute Reference
A URL (http://...) pointing to your attribute information if
URL
available.

FGDC TAG
cntpos
cntvoice
cntfax
cntemail
hours
cntinst
cntper
cntorg
address
city
state
postal
cntvoice
cntemail
metd
dataqual
horizpae
direct
horizdn
N/A
utmzone
longcm
latprojo
sfctrmer
feast
fnorth
eaover
eadetcit

* - If you are creating or editing metadata using ESRI ArcCatalog, then these elements will be
entered automatically.
- ESRI ArcCatalog will automatically create a general description of attribute information; the
ThreeTab Metadata Editor provides options to create more comprehensive automated summaries.
However, the best practice is to provide a brief summary of attribute values, enabling the reader to
understand their meaning and utility.
+
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SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL METADATA
Since the approval of the CRP Metadata Standard, two additional elements have
been suggested by the RGIS Technical Committee for inclusion. These are:
Security Classification: Security Classification enables users to tag metadata files
with a prescribed security level that gives an indication of how the data can be
shared, and with whom. This classification system could then be used in a data
distribution tool (such as the CRP Regional Spatial Data Framework) to pre-filter
query result according to the “level” of user (general public, CRP member, etc.).
The following table includes the RGIS Technical Committee's recommended
Security Classification System:
Classification

Description

Public

Available to be shared with anyone, including the general public.

CRP

Available to be shared with the CRP and its Partners only.

Restricted

Access and use is restricted to the Organization or Municipality
that owns the data.

Secure

Access and use is restricted to the Department or Office that
owns the data.

Onlink
Onlink is a field that holds a web-based URL to directly link to the data or a web
page about the data. This could be used by the CRP to more quickly share their
data with others when feasible.

METADATA TOOLS
There are a number of tools at your disposal that will assist with writing and
editing metadata:

ArcCatalog
ESRI's ArcGIS software includes a metadata editor within ArcCatalog. This tool is
rather comprehensive and includes field inputs for all FGDC and ESRI metadata
standards. If you have extensive metadata that goes well beyond the CRP
standards this tool is likely the best choice; the trade-off is that the standard
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ArcCatalog metadata entry form is cumbersome, with over 30 tabs (windows) and
the necessity to enter certain elements (such as contact information) multiple
times.

ThreeTab Metadata Editor
ThreeTab was created by Frank Roberts for the Coeur d'Alene Tribe GIS Program;
modifications were subsequently made to better mirror the CRP Metadata
Standard described above. The ThreeTab editor works with ESRI's ArcCatalog to
provide a simpler and more concise metadata editing interface, streamlining
metadata creation by including only the necessary fields.
ThreeTab software and instructions for installation and use can be found at
http://gis.cdatribe-nsn.gov/ThreeTabMetadataEditor/
To further expedite the process of creating or editing metadata, the ThreeTab
Editor also utilizes a Microsoft Access database file to create prescribed inputs for
a variety of metadata elements. You may change these inputs by editing the
metadata.mdb file, contained in the ThreeTabEditor installation folder, with MS
Access. If you are doing this with Windows Vista or Windows 7, start MS Access
with administrator priveleges.
NOTE: At time of writing, ThreeTab Editor is not supported by ESRI ArcGIS v.10.x.
The creator of ThreeTab is working towards a resolution.

Web Based Metadata Creator
The Miistakis Institute created a web based metadata editor for the CRP in 2007,
to be used by organizations that did not already have metadata editing software
such as ArcCatalog. This stand-alone metadata creator includes blank fields for all
Elements that are required for the CRP Standard, as well as requires or
recommended formats for completing the metadata file. Completed metadata
records can be downloaded in an XML format. The tool also contains an option to
create and then apply a template, to automatically fill in elements (like contact
information) that aren't expected to change from one file to the next. The web
based editor can be found at http://www.rockies.ca/crp/metadata.php.

USGS MP
MP is a software application, developed by the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) to compile metadata from the “original” FDGC indented format into other
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formats like XML and HTML. As this application is the most popular means of
creating HTML pages for metadata, it is also useful to recompile HTML pages
created by MP back into a more structured format that can be imported into other
metadata software. More information on MP can be found at
http://geology.usgs.gov/tools/metadata/tools/doc/mp.html.

html Metadata Importer
It is common for web-based spatial data resources to provide metadata in html
format. Since GIS software typically does not allow for the automatic importing of
html-format metadata files, this can pose a serious hindrance to ensuring that the
correct metadata is included with downloaded data – the only way to transfer the
metadata to the downloaded file is manual transcription (i.e. copy & paste). As
mentioned in the previous item, MP software can be used to convert html-format
metadata back in to a GIS-readable (e.g. xml) format2.
Ken Sanderson at the Miistakis Institute has developed a script that automates
this conversion. At time of writing this file can be downloaded from the Miistakis
ftp site at ftp://goliath.rockies.ca/public/greg/RGISBlog/html-xml_converter.zip. If
this link is inactive, please contact Miistakis. After downloading, please follow the
instructions in the ReadMe file.

THREETAB METADATA EDITOR USER'S GUIDE
Corey Halford at the City of Airdrie created a handy reference guide for the use of
ThreeTab Metadata Editor. The guide highlights which ThreeTab fields need to be
filled in to satisfy the CRP Metadata Standard. Airdrie's guide has been adapted to
the broader needs of the Partnership, and is included below.
The ThreeTab Metadata Editor (v.1.9) actually has four tabs – this guide will go
through every tab in order, with fields labelled by coloured circles (red circles
denote required fields, orange circles denote recommended fields, and yellow
circles are optional fields). For each element there is a brief description, as well as
a link to the associated FGDC tag (see table, above). Items that are required for
the CRP Metadata Standard are denoted by an asterisk (*); recommended items
2 This assumes that the html metadata document was created using MP software – if it was
created some other way, the reverse conversion will not work.
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are denoted by a plus sign (+), and optional items are denoted by grey text.
Tab 1 – Contact Information:

The “Contact Information Tab” is aimed at collecting information about the person
and organization who authored the metadata document (NOT necessarily the data
itself). Items 1 through 12 (labelled with red circles above), all contained in Tab 1,
are populated from the “publisher_contacts” table in the Microsoft Access database
that is installed with the three tab metadata editor. It is strongly recommended
that you edit this Table to reflect the needs of your organization; it requires a little
extra work at the outset, but it greatly expedites the creation of future metadata
records. In this example the database file has been edited to include contact
information for Miistakis Institute employees, but the database is customizable to
include contacts from any organization (see above notes on ThreeTab Editor for
how to edit the metadata.mdb file). To populate fields 1 through 12 automatically,
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simply click on the grey box as identified by the yellow label “A”, to the left of the
individual who’s information should populate these fields. If you choose not to use
one of the prescribed contact persons, each of the fields on this tab can also be
entered individually.
1.

*Enter the municipality or organization name (cntorg).

2.
*Enter the name of the individual that should be contacted if there is an
inquiry regarding the data set (cntper).
3.

*Enter the contact person’s role/position (cntpos).

4.

*Enter the organization’s address (address).

5.

*Enter the organization’s city (city).

6.

*Enter the organization’s province (state).

7.

*Enter the organization’s postal code (postal).

8.

*Enter the organization’s country (country).

9.

*Enter the contact person’s phone number (cntvoice).

10.

*Enter the contact person’s fax number (cntfax).

11.

*Enter the contact person’s email address (cntemail).

12.

*Enter the organization’s hours of operation (hours).
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Tab 2 – Data Description

The “Data Description” Tab, containing items 13-32, is designed to collect
information on the data set that the metadata describes. It contains elements
related to description of the data, ownership, accuracy, and access/use.
13.
*A logical title or name of the data set. The recommended format is
[Organization] – [Data Set] – [Date] (e.g. Town of Okotoks – Orthoimagery –
2011). If you do not fill in this field, ArcCatalog will enter the file name by default,
and this may be difficult to interpret by the metadata reader ( title).
14.
*The name of the organization responsible for developing the data set. For
municipal data sets, please enter the Municipality Name and the Department that
is responsible for the data (e.g. City of Airdrie, Planning Department) ( datacred).
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15.
*The point of contact for questions related to the data set - this can be a
person, an organization, a web site, etc. Best practice suggests listing the
information in this field from most-to-least specific (e.g. Greg Chernoff, Miistakis
Institute, University of Calgary) (ptcontac).
16.
The general publication location of the data set (e.g. GIS Production
Server). It is a potential security risk to leave the automatically generated
information (containing directory, path, and file names) unaltered. If the data is
provided on an FTP or website for download, this information could be populated
here (citation).
17.
*The publication date of the data set – the date when the data was
approved or finalized. For data that are updated continuously click on the “Today’s
Date” button to populate these fields. Otherwise provide the most recent date the
information was updated (pubdate).
18.
*Abstract – a plain-English summary description of the data. This should be
in paragraph (narrative) format, and should provide enough basic information for
one to understand the utility of the data set. If there are any distribution
restrictions on the data, they should also be indicated in this abstract ( abstract).
The following is an example of a concise and complete abstract:
This raster data set maps the aesthetic value of scenic views and scenic beauty within the
community of MD Ranchland No. 66.
Values range from 0 (no community/conservation value) to 1 (highest measure of
community/conservation value within the MD). Value was derived from a viewshed analysis
conducted by the Miistakis Institute.
The input DEM for the analysis was a modified version of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) data set that is available for free download at http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/.
A regular grid of points, was generated for the Md Ranchland boundary, buffered by 5km on all
sides. The north-south and east-west spacing for the grid points was 2.5km – this was the highest
density of points that was computationally viable.
A viewshed analysis was performed using the grid of points and SRTM DEM as inputs, and accounting
for the earth's curvature in the calculation. The result is a viewshed raster, where the value of each
cell is equal to the number of points that are visible from that location in the MD. The maximum
value is 117.
Since the whole MD is inherently scenic and beautiful, more visible areas were assumed to equate to
more scenic beauty, and thus a higher aesthetic value to the community.
To convert from the viewshed layer to a standardized measure of value, a modified logarithmic
function was applied:
value = [(ln (viewshed layer)) / 4.810] + 0.01
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19.
*The horizontal accuracy of the data set. If collected by GPS use the
positional accuracy of the device used. if digitized from the a 10 cm orthophoto
use a value of 1. For any other sources use technical discretion but do not
overstate the horizontal positional accuracy. If horizontal accuracy is not known,
enter “unknown” (horizpa).
20.
This information is automatically generated by ArcCatalog – unless you
know of some important information related to the fidelity of relationships in the
data set, you do not need to change the automated entry (logic).
21.
The scale in which the data was generated or developed (e.g. a sidewalk
digitized from a 1:5,000 (10 cm) has a scale of 1:5,000). Only the denominator of
the scale should be entered – so a 1:50,000 scale would be recorded as 50000
(srscale).
22.
*State of development of the data set Drop-down options include
“complete”, “in work”, or “planned”, but other values can be entered manually
(progress).
23.
*The planned update frequency for the data set. If the value you want
isn’t provided in the drop-down, simply type it into the field manually ( update).
24.
*The temporal accuracy of the data – records when the data was
collected/acquired (not necessarily the same as item 17, which records when the
data was published/released) (timeperd).
25.
Reference to the currency of the data set. Drop-down options are “ground
condition” and “publication date”, but manual entries are also permitted (current).
26.
*Geographic key words are words that describe the geographic extent
covered by the data. The drop-down choices can be changed by editing the
“GeoKeyWord” table in the metdata.mdb file in your ThreeTabEditor folder. For
municipality data sets always enter the Municipality Name, Province, Country (e.g.
Airdrie, Alberta, Canada). If you are entering keywords manually (i.e. Not from the
drop-down, they must be separated by commas (placekey).
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27.
*Thematic key words are used to describe the type of information that is
contained in the data set (e.g. land use, imagery, street addressing, utilities,
hydrology, etc.). The drop-down menu can be changed by editing the
“ThemeKeyWords” table in the metdata.mdb file in your ThreeTabEditor folder. It
may be advisable in the future to develop a common list of key words for the CRP
– this would greatly improve the searchability of current or future GIS data
distribution tools. Again, multiple key word terms should be separated by commas
(themekey).
28.
+If a formal security classification system is being used, it should be
named here. If the CRP's standardized security classification system is being used
(see above), this field would serve as indication (secsys).
29.
+Security Classification could either be determined by internal legal and
organizational decisions (e.g. FOIP sensitivity), by the recommended CRP standard
for classification, or by external restrictions imposed on the user by the original
owner/creator of the data. In any case, the recommended CRP classification levels
available through the drop-down can be edited by making changes to the
“SecurityClassification” table in the metdata.mdb file in your ThreeTabEditor folder
(secclass).
30.
*This field specifies the handling requirements for the data that are
commensurate with the Security Classification (e.g. Data must be stored on a
secure device, and must be destroyed after stated use). The recommended CRP
options available through the drop-down can be edited by making changes to the
“SecurityHandlingDescriptions” table in the metdata.mdb file in your
ThreeTabEditor folder (sechandl).
31.
+This field describes the access restrictions for the data set. If a
classification system is being used, the security classification will likely determine
access constraints. The recommended CRP drop-down options can also be changed
by editing the “AccessCatgories” table in the metadata.mdb file (accconst).
32.
*An indication of the limitations/constraints to use of the data. Again, this
can be commensurate with recommended CRP Security Classification levels. Best
practice suggests that the use constraints stipulate a need to acknowledge the
data provider in any derived products, and to share any value-added products
back with the data provider. If the data provider requires a signed data sharing
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agreement, it is commonly cited here. As an example, Airdrie's standard use
constraint reads: “Access to the data is strictly limited to its use; any redistribution
of the data is strictly prohibited. For more information please contact the primary
contact listed in this metadata document” (useconst).
Tab 3 – Source Description

The Source Description Tab contains information on the purpose for which the data
was created, resources that were drawn upon to create the data, and any other
reference information.
33.
*The purpose of the data set – a plain-English summary description as to
what the data set is intended to represent and the reason it was initially created
(e.g. “This data set was developed as part of the Calgary Metropolitan Planning
process, as a means by which to consider ecological factors in planning future
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regional growth”) (purpose).
34.
The source information from which the data was derived. This is particularly
important if you are using archival source data (e.g. hard copy maps), or if you
are deriving data from a off-site source (e.g. web site). You can use the drop down
items or enter in your own description (typesrc)
35.

The publication date for source from which the data was derived (srctime)

36.
The basis on which the publication date (previous item) is determined – this
will commonly be “publication date” (srccurr).
37.
An alias or plain-English reference for the source data from which the data
was derived (e.g. “Alberta Environment, Bow River Floodplain Report, 1956”)
(srccitea).
38.
A brief summary of the contribution of the source data to the data set being
described (e.g. “Floodplain report was used to digitize the predicted 100-year flood
level for the Bow River”) (srccontr).
39.
+If there is a “safe” online linkage (e.g. a public ftp site) to the data
described in your metadata document, you can enter it here. ArcCatalog places
the file and path name in this field by default – in many cases this will pose an
unacceptable risk in the eyes of your IT Staff. The linkage exposes your
organization's IT infrastructure, and besides would be of little use to anyone
outside of your department or organization. It is strongly recommended that you
replace this information with either a safe online linkage, or a generic reference
(e.g. “Miistakis GIS Server”) (onlink).
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Tab 4 – Attributes

The “Attributes” Tab provides the opportunity to include some descriptive and
useful information about the attributes attached to your spatial data, and what the
values for each attribute mean. ThreeTab provides three options for summarizing
attribute data, each requiring an incremental level of detail.
40.
*As a bare minimum, you must at least provide a basic definition of each of
the fields in your attribute table. This is similar to the need to provide a
meaningful title for your data set (see item 13 above) – since GIS software often
forces us to name fields in a format that may not be intuitive, it is essential to let
the reader know what information is contained in each field ( eaover).
41.
ThreeTab provides an easy, one-click opportunity to create summary
statistics for all fields in an attribute table (n/a).
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42.
Just as some field names are not intuitive, some values within fields are
often hard to interpret by the reader (e.g. feature codes, land use zones,
landscape metrics, etc.). This last step can be time-consuming, but it completes
the metadata record and provides essential information for one attempting to use
the data for its intended purpose. Moreover, a little investment at this stage can
save time by removing the need for future enquiries regarding the interpretation
of the data (n/a).

GENERAL TIPS FOR CREATING METADATA
This section is intended as a “living document” - it will be added to by CRP
members over time, as experience builds and capacity builds.
•

Make a Template: You will find, in writing metadata, that many of the
required elements do not change from record to record, especially if you are
writing multiple records for the same project. You can easily eliminate
duplication of effort and expedite the metadata writing process by creating a
template. Follow these simple steps:
• Open one of the files for which you need to create metadata in
ArcCatalog.
• Open the metadata editor, and fill in only the fields that you will
duplicate for every record (contact information, security classification,
perhaps purpose, etc.)
• Export the metadata to an .xml file using the export metadata tool (in
the “Metadata” toolbar, give it a name like
“metadata_template_projectX.xml”, and store it somewhere handy.
• Complete and save the metadata record you are working on – that is,
go back and complete the non-repeating parts of the record.
• Select the next file for which you want to create metadata in
ArcCatalog.
• Click on the import metadata tool, and navigate to the .xml template
you created. Import it!
• Complete the metadata record by filling in the non-duplicating fields.
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